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Observing crystal nucleation in four dimensions
using atomic electron tomography
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Nucleation plays a critical role in many physical and biological
phenomena that range from crystallization, melting and evaporation
to the formation of clouds and the initiation of neurodegenerative
diseases1–3. However, nucleation is a challenging process to study
experimentally, especially in its early stages, when several atoms or
molecules start to form a new phase from a parent phase. A number
of experimental and computational methods have been used to
investigate nucleation processes4–17, but experimental determination
of the three-dimensional atomic structure and the dynamics of earlystage nuclei has been unachievable. Here we use atomic electron
tomography to study early-stage nucleation in four dimensions (that
is, including time) at atomic resolution. Using FePt nanoparticles
as a model system, we find that early-stage nuclei are irregularly
shaped, each has a core of one to a few atoms with the maximum
order parameter, and the order parameter gradient points from
the core to the boundary of the nucleus. We capture the structure
and dynamics of the same nuclei undergoing growth, fluctuation,
dissolution, merging and/or division, which are regulated by the
order parameter distribution and its gradient. These experimental
observations are corroborated by molecular dynamics simulations
of heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation in liquid–solid
phase transitions of Pt. Our experimental and molecular dynamics
results indicate that a theory beyond classical nucleation theory1,2,18
is needed to describe early-stage nucleation at the atomic scale.
We anticipate that the reported approach will open the door to
the study of many fundamental problems in materials science,
nanoscience, condensed matter physics and chemistry, such as
phase transition, atomic diffusion, grain boundary dynamics,
interface motion, defect dynamics and surface reconstruction with
four-dimensional atomic resolution.
Atomic electron tomography (AET) is a powerful method with
which to determine the three-dimensional (3D) atomic structure of materials without the assumption of crystallinity19, and
has been applied to the study of dislocations, stacking faults, grain
boundaries, atomic displacement, strain tensors, chemical order/
disorder and point defects with unprecedented detail 20–26. But
all of these studies were of static structures. To probe the fourdimensional (4D) atomic structure of early-stage nucleation, we
have tracked the same nuclei at different times and applied AET
to determine their 3D atomic coordinates and species at each
time (Methods). We used FePt nanoparticles as a model system
because binary alloys have been widely used to study phase transitions2 and FePt is a very promising material for next generation
magnetic recording media25,27. As-synthesized FePt nanoparticles
form a chemically disordered face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) structure
(A1 phase)27. On annealing, the A1 phase undergoes a solid–solid
transition to an ordered face-centred tetragonal (L10) phase or a
chemically ordered f.c.c. (L12) phase25,27.
1

To validate using AET in 4D, we first performed a consistency check
experiment on FePt nanoparticles undergoing phase transitions.
We annealed the nanoparticles at 520 °C for 9 min in vacuum and
acquired two independent, sequential tilt series of an FePt nanoparticle
(named particle 1) with a scanning transmission electron microscope28 (Methods and Extended Data Table 1). After reconstructing
the two data sets using a generalized Fourier iterative reconstruction algorithm (GENFIRE)25,29, we located and identified the 3D
coordinates of all individual Fe and Pt atoms (Methods). Extended
Data Fig. 1a–f shows the 3D atomic models obtained from the two
independent measurements of the same nanoparticle. By comparing
their 3D atomic coordinates and species, we confirmed that 95.4% of
atoms are consistent between the two models and the precision of our
3D atomic structure determination method is 26 pm (Extended Data
Fig. 1g).
Next, we trapped the same FePt nanoparticles at different annealing
times and acquired a tilt series at each time (Methods). By applying
the same reconstruction, atom tracing, atom identification and refinement procedures, we obtained a 3D atomic model for each tilt series.
Figure 1a–c shows the atomic models of the same nanoparticle (named
particle 2) with an accumulated annealing time of 9 min, 16 min and
26 min, respectively. We observed that the total number of atoms in
the nanoparticle was slightly changed at the three annealing times
(Extended Data Table 1). This was caused by atomic diffusion between
nanoparticles during annealing, as confirmed by an energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy experiment (Extended Data Fig. 2). The overall
3D shape of the nanoparticle was similar between 9 min and 16 min of
annealing, but changed from 16 min to 26 min. A fraction of the surface and subsurface atoms were rearranged to form L10 phases, but the
Pt-rich core of the nanoparticle remained the same (Fig. 1d–f), which
is evident when comparing the same internal atomic layers along the
[010] direction (Fig. 1g–i). These experimental observations can be
explained by vacancy-mediated atomic diffusion during annealing, as
it is energetically more favourable to create vacancies on or near the surface than in the core of the nanoparticle2. Extended Data Fig. 3 shows
the 3D atomic models of another FePt nanoparticle (named particle
3) with an accumulated annealing time of 9 min and 16 min, showing
similar results to particle 2 (Fig. 1).
The annealed FePt nanoparticles consist of A1, L10 and L12 phases,
which were quantified by the short-range order parameter (termed
the order parameter for simplicity; see Methods). Using the order
parameter, we identified nuclei with the L10, Fe-rich A1, Pt-rich A1,
Fe-rich L12 and Pt-rich L12 phases in these nanoparticles, where we
define a nucleus as having a minimum of 13 atoms (the centre atom
plus its 12 nearest f.c.c. neighbours). As the L10 phase is more abundant than the L12 phase in the nanoparticles and also technologically
more important25,27, we focused on the analysis of the L10 phase nuclei
in this work. Careful examination of all the nuclei indicates that each
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Fig. 1 | Capturing 4D atomic motion with AET. a–c, 3D atomic models
(Fe in red and Pt in blue) of an FePt nanoparticle with an accumulated
annealing time of 9 min, 16 min and 26 min, respectively. d–f, The Pt-rich
core of the nanoparticle (shown here) remained the same for the three
annealing times. The light and dark grey projections below the models
show the whole nanoparticle and the core, respectively. g–i, The same
internal atomic layer of the nanoparticle along the [010] direction at the
three annealing times (Fe in red and Pt in blue), where a fraction of the
surface and subsurface atoms had rearranged to form L10 phase (ellipses).
Scale bar, 1 nm.

early-stage nucleus has a core of one to a few atoms with the maximum
order parameter. To locate the nucleation sites, we searched for the
cores of all the L10 phase nuclei inside the nanoparticles. The distribution of the nucleation sites in particle 1 is in agreement between two
independent measurements (Extended Data Fig. 4a–c). Figure 2a–d
and Extended Data Fig. 4d–f show the evolution of the nucleation sites
as a function of annealing time in particles 2 and 3, respectively. If
the core of a nucleus is within a distance of one unit cell (3.87 Å) of
the surface, we define it as a surface site. Otherwise, it is defined as a
subsurface site. Most nucleation sites in particles 2 and 3 are located on
the facets, edges or corners; the <100> and <111> facets are shown in
green and magenta colour, respectively, in Fig. 2a–c and Extended Data
Fig. 4a, b, d, e. Compared to particles 2 and 3, particle 1 has more nucleation sites at the subsurface because many of its nuclei are relatively
large and extend further into the nanoparticle. All our observations
confirm that the nucleation is heterogeneous, which is energetically
more favourable than homogeneous nucleation1,2.
To probe nucleation dynamics, we tracked the same nuclei in each
particle at different annealing times (termed common nuclei). By
quantitatively comparing all the nuclei of the same particle at different
annealing times, we identified 33 and 25 common nuclei in particles
2 and 3, respectively (Methods). As each atom is associated with an
order parameter, we define the effective number of atoms by summing
the order parameters in each nucleus. We found that the order parameter of the nucleus core (α0) is correlated with the effective number of
atoms (Extended Data Fig. 4g). On the basis of the effective number of
atoms, we divided the common nuclei into three groups: growing, fluctuating and dissolving nuclei (Methods). Figure 3 shows five growing,
fluctuating and dissolving nuclei in particle 2, where each nucleus is
represented by an atomic model and a 3D contour map with an order
parameter equal to 0.7 (red), 0.5 (purple) and 0.3 (light blue). Particle 2
has 14 growing, 14 fluctuating and 5 dissolving nuclei (Fig. 3, Extended
Data Figs. 5–7a–d) and particle 3 has 16 growing and 9 dissolving
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Fig. 2 | Revealing heterogeneous nucleation sites. a–c, Distribution of
the nucleation sites (dots) in particle 2 with an accumulated annealing
time of 9 min, 16 min and 26 min, respectively, where the lighter coloured
dots are closer to the front side and the darker dots are closer to the back
side of the nanoparticle. The <100> and <111> facets are in green and
magenta, respectively. d, Histogram of the nucleation site distribution in
particle 2, where most nucleation sites are located on the facets, edges or
corners. e, Plot of the effective surface area versus the effective number of
atoms for all the nuclei in particles 2 and 3. (See Methods for details and
nomenclature.).

nuclei. Among these common nuclei, we also observed merging and
dividing nuclei, shown in Fig. 3g–l, Extended Data Figs. 5b–d and 6e.
Next, we analysed the order parameter distribution in the common
nuclei as a function of the annealing time. Figure 4a–c shows the order
parameter distribution of a growing nucleus in particle 2 (Fig. 3a–c)
along the [110], [111] directions and with the radial average, respectively, where the order parameter increases with the annealing time. A
generalized Gaussian distribution was used to fit the order parameter
distribution:
α (r ) = α 0 e (− λ )
r

β

(1)

where r is the radial distance, and α0, λ and β are the fitting parameters.
Figure 4a–c and Extended Data Fig. 7e–m show the fit of the equation
to the measured order parameter of several representative nuclei, indicating that equation (1) (solid curves) is in good agreement with the
experimental data (dots). In addition to the order parameter, we found
that the order parameter gradient (OPG) also plays an important role in
nucleation dynamics; the OPG points from the core of each nucleus to
its boundary. Figure 4d–f shows the 3D OPG distribution of the growing nucleus at three different annealing times. As the nucleus grows,
the OPG spreads out further along the radial direction. To perform a
quantitative analysis, we summed the OPG inside each nucleus: we
call this sum the effective surface area of the nucleus, as it has the same
dimension as area. Figure 2e shows a plot of the effective surface area
versus the effective number of atoms for all the nuclei in particles 2
and 3. The dissolving nuclei are clustered near the lower left corner of
the plot, while both small and large nuclei can fluctuate as a function
of time.
Our experimental study of early-stage nucleation reveals three observations that cannot be explained by classical nucleation theory1,2,18.
First, early-stage nuclei are anisotropic, as characterized using sphericity30 (a measure of how closely the shape of a 3D object approaches
a perfect sphere). Extended Data Fig. 4h shows the sphericity of
the nuclei as a function of the effective number of atoms, where the
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Fig. 3 | Experimental observation of the same nuclei undergoing
growth, fluctuation, dissolution, merging and/or division at 4D atomic
resolution. a–c, A representative growing nucleus with an accumulated
annealing time of 9 min, 16 min and 26 min, respectively. The atomic
models show Fe (red) and Pt (blue) atoms with an order parameter ≥0.3,
and the 3D contour maps show the distribution of an order parameter
of 0.7 (red), 0.5 (purple) and 0.3 (light blue). d–l, Three representative
fluctuating nuclei at three annealing times, including merging and dividing
nuclei. m–o, A representative dissolving nucleus at three annealing times,
which dissolved at 26 min (o).

majority of the nuclei have a sphericity between 0.5 and 0.9 (with 1.0
as a perfect sphere). The non-spherical shape of early-stage nuclei is
caused by geometrical constraint, local inhomogeneity and anisotropy
of the interfacial tension. This result is also consistent with the previous experimental observation of the nucleus shape of anisotropic molecules using atomic force microscopy5. Second, each nucleus has a core
of one to a few atoms with the maximum order parameter (Extended
Data Fig. 4g), and the OPG points from the core to the boundary of the
nucleus (Fig. 4d–f), resulting in a diffuse interface between the nucleus
and its parent phase. Third, we observed some common nuclei undergoing growth, fluctuation, dissolution, merging and/or division (Fig. 3 and
Extended Data Figs. 5–7a–d), which are regulated by the order parameter distribution and its gradient. Each order parameter distribution
and its gradient represent a metastable state, and a nucleus can fluctuate
between two metastable states. Numerous such fluctuating nuclei were
observed in our experimental data (Fig. 3d–l and Extended Data Fig. 6).
To further corroborate our experimental observations, we performed
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation in liquid–solid phase transitions. The simulations
were carried out using the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS)31. For heterogeneous nucleation, to enable
cross-validation of the results, we used two interatomic potentials—
first the embedded-atom-method potential, and then the interface
force field—to simulate two Pt liquid nanodroplets above the melting
temperature (Methods). We then lowered the temperature to investigate early-stage nucleation in crystallization. After analysing all the
nuclei using the local bond-orientation order parameter method32,33
(Methods), we found that most nuclei are located on or near the surface
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Fig. 4 | The 3D distribution of the order parameter and its gradient
inside a representative nucleus. a–c, The order parameter distribution
of a growing nucleus (Fig. 3a–c) along the [110] direction (a), the [111]
direction (b) and with the radial average (c), where the dots represent the
experimental data and the curves are fits with equation (1). d–f, The 3D
OPG distribution of the nucleus at three annealing times (9 min, 16 min
and 26 min, respectively), where the colours represent the distance to the
nucleus core. With the growth of the nucleus, the OPG spreads out further
along the radial direction. Note that the core is not at the centre of the
nucleus. (See Methods for details and nomenclature.).

of the two nanoparticles and each nucleus has a core of one to a few
atoms with the maximum order parameter. Using the same criterion
as for the experimental data, we identified the common nuclei at
different times and observed nucleation dynamics including growth,
fluctuation, merging, division and dissolution. Figure 5a–d and
Extended Data Fig. 8a–d show four representative growing, fluctuating, merging, dividing and dissolving nuclei for the embedded-atom
method and the interface force field, respectively. The order parameter
distributions of these nuclei with radial distance are shown in Fig. 5e–h
and Extended Data Fig. 8e–h, indicating that nucleation dynamics are
regulated by the order parameter distribution and its gradient. For
homogeneous nucleation, we used the embedded-atom-method potential with periodic boundary conditions to simulate a bulk Pt system
undergoing liquid–solid phase transitions (Methods). Extended Data
Fig. 9 shows four representative growing, fluctuating, merging, dividing
and dissolving nuclei and their order parameter distributions. All the
MD simulation results of heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation
are consistent with our experimental observations.
In conclusion, both our experimental and MD results are inconsistent with classical nucleation theory, showing the need of a model
beyond this theory to explain early-stage nucleation at the atomic scale.
Furthermore, as L10 FePt is a material with technological potential,
our experimental results on the early-stage nucleation of the L10 FePt
phase could expand our understanding of the critical conditions and
requirements for making superior magnetic recording media and
catalysts25,27. Last, we note that the seven experimental atomic models
with 3D coordinates reported here have been deposited in the Materials
Data Bank (analogous to the Protein Data Bank for the biological and
life sciences). These experimentally measured coordinates can be used
as direct input for density functional theory calculations and MD simulations of material properties25,26, which we anticipate could open a new
window to the study of structure–property relationships of materials
with 4D atomic resolution.
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Fig. 5 | MD simulations of nucleation dynamics in liquid–solid phase
transitions of a Pt nanoparticle. Times since the start of the simulations
are shown. a, A representative growing nucleus, where the atomic models
show the Pt atoms with an order parameter ≥0.3, and the 3D contour maps
show the distribution of an order parameter of 0.7 (dark blue), 0.5 (light
blue) and 0.3 (cyan). b, c, Two representative fluctuating nuclei; merging
and dividing nuclei were observed in c. d, A representative dissolving
nucleus, which dissolved at 165 ps. e–h, Radial average order parameter
distributions of the four nuclei shown in a–d, respectively. Data (dots) were
obtained by time-averaging ten consecutive MD snapshots with 1-ps time
intervals; curves show fits with equation (1) using a constant background.
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Methods

Data acquisition. FePt nanoparticles were synthesized using procedures
published elsewhere34. After deposition on 5-nm-thick silicon nitride membranes,
the nanoparticles were annealed at 520 °C (below the melting temperature) for
9 min in vacuum. A set of tomographic tilt series were acquired from several FePt
nanoparticles using the TEAM 0.5 microscope and the TEAM stage (Extended
Data Table 1). Images were collected at 200 kV in annular dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscopy (ADF-STEM) mode28,35. To minimize sample
drift, four to five images per angle were measured with a 3 μs dwell time. For the
consistency check experiment, we took two sets of tomographic tilt series from the
same nanoparticles under identical experimental conditions. For the dynamics
study experiment, we took the nanoparticles out of microscope and annealed them
at 520 °C for an additional 7 min. On the basis of the pattern of the nanoparticle
distribution on the substrate, we identified the same nanoparticles and acquired a
second set of tomographic tilt series from them. We then annealed the same nano
particles at 520 °C for an additional 10 min and acquired a third set of tilt series.
We chose three FePt nanoparticles to present in this work. Particle 1 was annealed
for 9 min and two independent, sequential tilt series were acquired under the
same experimental conditions. Particle 2 was annealed with an accumulated time
of 9 min, 16 min and 26 min and a tilt series was taken after each annealing step.
Particle 3 was annealed with an accumulated time of 9 min and 16 min and a tilt
series was acquired after each annealing step. To monitor any potential structural
changes induced by the electron beam, we took 0° projection images before, during
and after the acquisition of each tilt series and ensured that no noticeable structural
changes were observed during the data acquisition for particles 1, 2 and 3. The total
electron dose of each tilt series for particles 1, 2 and 3 was estimated to be between
7.6 × 105 e− Å−2 and 8.5 × 105 e− Å−2 (Extended Data Table 1), which is 5.6 to
6.3 times lower than that used in ref. 25.
Image post-processing, denoising and GENFIRE reconstructions. The four to
five images acquired at each tilt angle were registered using normalized crosscorrelation36 and then averaged. Linear stage drift at each tilt angle was estimated
and corrected during the image registration. Scan distortion correction was also
performed to correct for the imperfections in the calibration of the x- and yscanning coils23,25. The experimental ADF-STEM images have mixed Poisson and
Gaussian noise, and a sparse 3D transform-domain collaborative filtering37 was
applied to denoise the average image of each tilt angle. These post-processing and
denoising methods have shown their robustness throughout other experimental
data and multislice simulations23,25,26.
After background subtraction and alignment, each tilt series was reconstructed
using the GENFIRE algorithm25,29. From the initial 3D reconstruction, we applied
the angular refinement routine implemented in GENFIRE to automatically correct
the angular errors due to sample holder rotation and/or stage instability. After the
automatic angular refinement, we manually applied additional angular correction
and spatial alignment to minimize the distortions of Fourier space peak distributions and reduce the errors between the measured and calculated projections.
After no further improvement could be made, we performed the final reconstruction of each tilt series using GENFIRE with the parameters shown in Extended
Data Table 1.
Determination of 3D atomic coordinates and species. The 3D atomic coordinates
and species of the nanoparticles were identified from the 3D reconstructions using
the following steps (termed procedure 1).
(i) To enhance the tracing accuracy, we upsampled each 3D reconstruction by
a factor of 3 using spline interpolation. All the local maxima were identified from
the upsampled reconstruction.
(ii) We implemented 3D polynomial fitting to localize the peak positions
in each reconstruction, which generalizes a 2D method developed in particle
tracking38. Starting from the highest-intensity local maximum peak, we cropped
a ~1.0 Å × 1.0 Å × 1.0 Å (9 × 9 × 9 voxel) volume with the selected local peak
as the centre. We fitted the volume with a 3D fourth-order polynomial function
described elsewhere38. If a fitted peak position satisfied with a minimum distance
constraint of 2 Å (that is, the distance between two neighbouring atoms ≥2 Å),
we listed it as a potential atom position. According to our multislice simulations,
the 3D polynomial fitting method is more accurate than 3D Gaussian fitting that
has been used before23,25.
(iii) By applying the 3D polynomial fitting to all the identified local maxima, we
obtained a list of potential atom positions. These positions were manually checked
to correct for unidentified or misidentified atoms due to fitting failure or a large
chunk of connected intensity blobs from multiple atoms.
(iv) We classified all the potential atoms into three different categories (nonatoms, potential Fe or Pt atoms) by applying an unbiased atom classification
method described elsewhere25. With this classification procedure, we obtained
an initial atomic model with 3D atomic coordinates and species from each 3D
reconstruction.

(v) Owing to the missing wedge and experimental noise, there is local intensity
variation in each 3D reconstruction. To further improve the atom classification
accuracy, we performed local reclassification of the Fe and Pt atoms. For each atom
in the initial atomic model, we drew a sphere with the atom as the centre and a
radius of 6.76 Å. All the Fe and Pt atoms within the sphere were summed up to
obtain an average Fe and Pt atom. The intensity distribution of the centre atom was
compared with that of the average Fe and Pt atom. If the centre atom was closer to
the average Fe than to the average Pt atom, it was assigned as an Fe atom, and vice
versa. We iterated this process for all the atoms until the reclassification procedure
converged. Note that this process did not converge if the radius of the sphere was
too small, and it became less effective if the radius was too large. By testing different
radii, we found an optimal radius of 6.76 Å for this reclassification procedure.
Refinement of 3D atomic coordinates and species. We compared two atomic
models of the same nanoparticle with each other. For particles 1 and 3, the two
atomic models obtained from two experimental tilt series were compared. For
particle 2, the 9-min and 16-min atomic models, and then the 16-min and 26-min
atomic models were compared. We identified pairs of atoms (that is, one atom from
each model to form a pair) with deviations smaller than the radius of the Fe atom
(1.4 Å). While the majority of the atom pairs have the same atomic species, there is
a small percentage of atom pairs with different species. We developed the following
atom flipping steps (termed procedure 2) to re-examine the atomic species of this
small percentage of atom pairs.
(i) An atom was randomly selected from the small percentage of atom pairs
with different species. The projection intensities were calculated for all the tilt
angles by flipping the selected atom (Fe to Pt or Pt to Fe), and the error between
the calculated and measured projections was estimated. As flipping a single atom
only affects a small local region of a projection, we only considered the local region
in this process to increase the computational speed.
(ii) If the error was decreased after flipping, the flipped atomic species was
updated in the model, otherwise the model was unchanged.
(iii) Steps (i) and (ii) were repeated for all the small percentage of atom pairs
and an updated atomic model was obtained. A global scale factor was computed
to minimize the error between the measured and calculated projections from the
updated model.
(iv) Steps (i)–(iii) were iterated for all the small percentage of atom pairs until
there was no change in the atomic species. This atom flipping method successfully
converged for all datasets that we studied in this work.
From the updated atomic models, integrated intensity histograms for all atoms
were plotted for each of the two atomic models in comparison. A double Gaussian
function was fitted to the intensity histogram to identify obvious Fe atoms (integrated intensity smaller than the Fe atom peak), obvious Pt atoms (integrated
intensity larger than the Pt atom peak), and borderline atoms near the overlapping
region of two Gaussians. We manually examined every borderline atom and its
paired atom in the comparison model. If the paired common atom is classified as
an obvious Fe or Pt atom, the atomic species of the borderline atom was reclassified
to be consistent with its paired common atom.
After updating the chemical species for the atomic models in comparison, we
refined the 3D atomic coordinates to minimize the error between the calculated
and measured projections using a procedure described elsewhere25. During the
refinement, we monitored both the total embedded-atom potentials and the
root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of the atomic coordinates between
the atom pairs of the two models. For the r.m.s.d. calculation, appropriate
affine transformations were applied to the atomic models to correct for remnant
distortions. The iterative refinement process was terminated when a minimum
r.m.s.d. was reached.
After finalizing the 3D coordinates, all the atomic species of unpaired atoms or
paired atoms with different species in each model were refined again using steps
(i)–(iv) in procedure 2. These atoms could be classified as Fe, Pt or non-atoms. To
minimize misidentification, the atoms previously identified as obvious Pt atoms
remained unaltered, and the atoms previously identified as obvious Fe atoms were
prohibited from being identified as Pt atoms. Using this refinement procedure, we
obtained the final refinement results of the seven atomic models with 3D atomic
coordinates and species (Extended Data Table 1).
Order parameter determination and nuclei identification. The short-range order
parameters of the atomic sites in the final atomic models were calculated for all 16
possible ordered phases from the FePt f.c.c. lattice39,40 (four FePt3 L12, four Fe3Pt
L12, six FePt L10, a Pt-rich A1, and a Fe-rich A1 phase). An order parameter Sj
for a given phase j measures how many atomic sites in a set match the phase in
question, normalized to the mean composition fall of all atomic sites. We define fj
as the chemical composition of phase j. The fraction of matching atomic species
in the case of a fully random chemical distribution for phase j is computed by:

frand = 2f j fall −f j −fall + 1

(2)
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For a local measurement of the fraction of atomic sites matching phase j defined
as f, the normalized order parameter Sj is given by:

Sj =

f − frand

1 − frand

=

f − 2f j fall + f j + fall − 1
f j + fall − 2f j fall

(3)

This normalization step sets Sj = 1 for a perfectly chemically ordered set of
atoms, and Sj = 0 if the fraction of atomic sites match phase j by chance in a fully
chemically disordered structure. Note that Sj < 0 can occur for phases with anticorrelated site compositions. We then applied a Gaussian kernel with an optimized standard deviation of 0.75 f.c.c. unit cells to prevent false positive grains
at the disordered grain boundary. After determination of order parameters for
all phases, every atom was assigned to one of the 16 phases based on its highest
order parameter.
The nuclei in each atomic model were identified with the following procedure.
For every atomic site, a sphere was drawn with the selected atom as the centre and
a radius of 3.87 Å (one FePt f.c.c. unit cell length). All the atomic sites inside the
sphere were identified that have the same ordered phase as that of the centre atom.
If the highest order parameter atom inside the sphere is the centre atom, then the
atom was defined as a core atom of a nucleus. Otherwise, the centre atom was
tagged to be in the same nucleus as the highest order parameter atom, and a new
sphere with the same radius and the highest order parameter atom as the centre
was drawn to repeat the procedure until a nucleus core site was found. Applying
this procedure to all atoms in each atomic model resulted in clusters of atoms
with each cluster having a core. A cluster with a minimum of 13 atoms and order
parameter ≥0.3 was defined as a nucleus in this study. We chose a minimum of
13 atoms because an f.c.c. cluster consists of a centre atom and 12 nearest-neighbour
atoms. After identifying all the nuclei in the nanoparticles, we counted the number
of atoms in the core of each nucleus. Using the criterion that the atoms in a nucleus
core must be within the top 5% of the maximum order parameter, we estimated
that the core of each early-stage nucleus has one to a few atoms.
Identification of common nuclei. The nucleation dynamics study was performed
on particles 2 and 3, which have three and two annealing times, respectively.
To identify the common nuclei for particles 2 and 3 at different annealing times,
we used the following three criteria. First, a common nucleus can form, grow,
merge, divide or dissolve at any annealing time. Second, if a common nucleus
exists in at least two different annealing times, each must overlap with at least one
other nucleus with more than 50% of the volume of the smaller nucleus. Third,
a common nucleus must not overlap with any non-common nuclei at different
annealing times with more than 50% of the volume of the smaller one. On the
basis of these three criteria, we found 33 common nuclei for particle 2, including
14 growing, 5 dissolving and 14 fluctuating nuclei. For particle 3, we found 25 common nuclei with 16 growing and 9 dissolving ones. Since particle 3 has only two
annealing times, it cannot be used to identify fluctuating nuclei. For all the nuclei
in the two particles, we also performed an analysis of the tetragonal distortion
of the L10 phase. We obtained the c/a ratio and calculated a weighted mean and
standard deviation with the number of atoms of each nucleus as a weight factor.
The weighted c/a ratios are 0.98 ± 0.02, 0.98 ± 0.03 and 0.97 ± 0.03 for the three
different annealing times of particle 1, and 0.97 ± 0.02 and 0.98 ± 0.02 for the two
different annealing times of particle 2, respectively, which agree with the c/a ratio
of 0.96 for the bulk L10 phase.
MD simulations of nucleation. To further validate our experimental observations,
we performed MD simulations of two Pt nanoparticles and a Pt bulk system using
the LAMMPS package31. We first used an embedded-atom-method potential to
simulate a Pt nanoparticle of 32,000 atoms41, which was put in a much larger box
so that it does not interact with its periodic images. The nanoparticle was melted
and equilibrated at 2,500 K and then quenched to room temperature with a cooling
rate of 1 K ps−1. The heterogeneous crystal nucleation initiates at 1,050 K in the
supercooling region. The potential energy drops substantially when crystallization
initiates. To examine the detailed nucleation processes, we selected the cooling
snapshot at 1,100 K and performed fixed temperature simulations at 1,100 K using
the NVT ensemble (constant number of particles, constant volume and constant
temperature). As the system was in the supercooling region, the crystallization
started at ~150 ps and ended at ~300 ps.
To cross-validate the MD results, we simulated another Pt nanoparticle of 13,500
atoms in the canonical (NVT) ensemble in LAMMPS using the interface force
field as the interatomic potential42, which yields more realistic surface energies
and melting temperatures in comparison to the experiment than the embedded
atom method potential in this case. The nanoparticle was melted at 2,750 K for
300 ps and the temperature was lowered to 2,000 K for 200 ps. At this temperature
the Pt nanodroplet showed no nucleation. The nanodroplet was then quenched
to 1,650 K for 1 ns with a cooling rate of 1.65 K ps−1. During this cooling period,

nucleation and liquid–solid phase transitions of Pt were induced and observed.
Coordinates were recorded every 1 ps during this part of the simulation, and used
to analyse the in situ change of the order parameter and atomic displacements
during the nucleation process.
In addition to heterogeneous nucleation, we also performed MD simulations
of homogeneous nucleation using a bulk Pt system. An embedded-atom-method
potential was used to simulate 32,000 Pt atoms41 and periodic boundary conditions
were applied along three directions to eliminate surface effects. The system was
equilibrated at 2,500 K and quenched to room temperature with a cooling rate of
1 K ps−1. In contrast to the Pt nanodroplet, the bulk system crystallized at ~750 K
during the quench process, which is at a lower temperature than the heterogeneous nucleation process. This is because the homogeneous system has many fewer
nucleation sites than the nanodroplet. The nucleation process was examined at a
fixed temperature of 800 K using the NPT ensemble (constant number of particles,
constant pressure and constant temperature). The crystallization initiated in the
first few picoseconds and ended at ~200 ps.
Order parameter definition and nuclei identification. The order parameters
of the Pt atoms in the MD simulations were calculated using the local bondorientation order parameter method32,33,43. The Q4 and Q6 order parameters were
calculated up to the second shell with a shell radius of 3.8 Å as described elsewhere43. The order parameter was normalized between 0 and 1 where 0 corresponds to Q4 = Q6 = 0 and 1 represents a perfect Pt f.c.c. structure. To identify the
nuclei formed during the heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation, we applied
the same method described above with a 4-Å-radius sphere and a minimum of 31
atoms. Common nuclei at different time points were also identified using the same
method as described above. Note that the local bond-orientation order parameter
has been previously used to study crystallization with computer simulations44,45.
To examine the 3D shapes of the nuclei in the MD simulations of heterogeneous
and homogeneous nucleation, we calculated the sphericity of the nuclei in the crystallization of Pt (Extended Data Fig. 4i, j). The distribution of the sphericity of the
nuclei in the MD simulations is in good agreement with that of the experimental
data (Extended Data Fig. 4h). In particular, for homogeneous nucleation we used
the embedded-atom-method potential with the periodic boundary condition to
simulate a bulk Pt system undergoing liquid–solid phase transitions. This system
does not have a surface constraint for nucleation, but its early-stage nuclei remain
non-spherical (Extended Data Fig. 4j), which is consistent with our experimental
observations (Extended Data Fig. 4h).

Data availability

All the raw and processed experimental data can be freely downloaded at www.
physics.ucla.edu/research/imaging/nucleation. All the seven experimental atomic
models with 3D coordinates of particles 1, 2 and 3 have been deposited in the
Materials Data Bank (MDB, www.materialsdatabank.org) with their MDB IDs
provided in Extended Data Table 1.

Code availability

All the MATLAB source codes for image reconstruction and data analysis of this
work are freely available at www.physics.ucla.edu/research/imaging/nucleation.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Consistency check of the AET measurements.
a, b, 3D atomic models (Pt in blue and Fe in red) of particle 1, obtained
from two independent experimental measurements. c, d, Pt-rich cores
cropped from the atomic models shown in a and b, respectively. e, f, The
same atomic layer of the nanoparticle along the [010] direction (Pt in blue
and Fe in red), obtained from the two independent measurements. Scale
bar, 1 nm. g, Histogram of the deviation of the common atoms between the
two independent measurements. By dividing the common atoms by the
average number of atoms in the two measurements, we estimated that
95.4% of the atoms are consistent. The average deviation between the
two independent measurements is 37 pm. According to the statistical
analysis of error propagation, the precision of the AET measurement is
37 pm / √2 = 26 pm. (See Methods for details.).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Distribution of Fe and Pt atomic nanoclusters
between FePt nanoparticles. a, ADF-STEM image of the FePt
nanoparticles on a Si3N4 substrate. b–d, Energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy images showing the distribution of Fe (b), Pt (c), and both Fe

and Pt atomic nanoclusters (d) between FePt nanoparticles;
b–d were acquired simultaneously with the ADF-STEM image in a.
e, Fitted spectrum of Fe (K edges) and Pt (L edges) from the region
labelled with ellipses in b–d; c.p.s., counts per second. Scale bar, 10 nm.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | 4D AET of an FePt nanoparticle at two annealing
times. a, b, 3D atomic models (Pt in blue and Fe in red) of particle 3 with
a total annealing time of 9 min and 16 min, respectively, determined by
AET. c, d, The Pt-rich core of the nanoparticle remained the same between
the two annealing times. The light and dark grey projections show the
whole nanoparticle and the core, respectively. e, f, The same atomic layer
of the nanoparticle along the [010] direction at the two annealing times
(Pt in and Fe in red), where a fraction of the surface and subsurface atoms
were rearranged due to the annealing process, but the Pt-rich core of the
nanoparticle did not change. Scale bar, 1 nm.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Analysis of the sites, cores and 3D shapes of
early-stage nuclei. a, b, The distribution of the nucleation sites (dots)
in particle 1 obtained from two independent measurements, where the
lighter colour dots are closer to the front side and the darker dots are
closer to the back side of the nanoparticle. The <100> and <111> facets
are in green and magenta, respectively. c, Histogram of the nucleation site
distribution in particle 1. Compared to particles 2 and 3, particle 1 has
more nucleation sites at the subsurface, because many nuclei in particle 1
are relatively large and their cores are at a distance of more than one unit

cell from the surface. d, e, The distribution of the nucleation sites (dots)
in particle 3 with an annealing time of 9 min and 16 min, respectively.
f, Histogram of the nucleation site distribution in particle 3. g, The order
parameter of the nucleus core as a function of the effective number of
atoms for particles 2 and 3. h, The sphericity of the nuclei as a function of
the effective number of atoms for particles 2 and 3. i, j, The sphericity of
the nuclei in the MD simulations of a Pt nanoparticle (i; heterogeneous
nucleation) and a bulk Pt system (j; homogeneous nucleation) as a
function of the effective number of atoms.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Experimental observation of growing nuclei at
4D atomic resolution. a–d, Four representative growing nuclei in particle 2
with a total annealing time of 9 min, 16 min and 26 min, respectively.
The atomic models show Fe (red) and Pt atoms (blue) with an order
parameter ≥0.3, and the 3D contour maps show the distribution of an
order parameter of 0.7 (red), 0.5 (purple) and 0.3 (light blue). Dividing
and merging nuclei are observed in b–d. e–h, Another four representative

growing nuclei in particle 2 with a total annealing time of 9 min, 16 min
and 26 min, where the 3D contour maps show the distribution of an order
parameter of 0.7 (red), 0.5 (purple), 0.3 (light blue), 0.2 (green) and 0.1
(grey). No atomic model is displayed if a corresponding common nucleus
was not identified at a specific annealing time. Another five growing nuclei
in particle 3 similar to those in e–h are not shown here.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Experimental observation of fluctuating nuclei
at 4D atomic resolution. a–e, Five representative fluctuating nuclei
in particle 2 with a total annealing time of 9 min, 16 min and 26 min,
respectively. The atomic models show Fe (red) and Pt atoms (blue) with
an order parameter ≥0.3, and the 3D contour maps show the distribution
of an order parameter of 0.7 (red), 0.5 (purple) and 0.3 (blue). Merging

and dividing nuclei are observed in e. f–k, Another six representative
fluctuating nuclei in particle 2 with a total annealing time of 9 min, 16 min
and 26 min. The 3D contour maps show the distribution of an order
parameter of 0.7 (red), 0.5 (purple), 0.3 (light blue), 0.2 (green) and 0.1
(grey). No atomic model is displayed if a corresponding common nucleus
was not identified at a specific annealing time.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Experimental observation of dissolving nuclei
and radial average order parameter distributions of nine representative
nuclei. a–d, Four dissolving nuclei in particle 2 with a total annealing time
of 9 min, 16 min and 26 min. The 3D contour maps show the distribution
of an order parameter of 0.7 (red), 0.5 (purple), 0.3 (light blue), 0.2 (green)
and 0.1 (grey). No atomic model is displayed if a corresponding

common nucleus was not identified at a specific annealing time.
e–m, The order parameter distributions for four growing nuclei (e–h),
four fluctuating nuclei (i–l) and one dissolving nucleus (m) in particle 2.
The dots represent the experimentally measured data and the curves are
fits of equation (1).
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Nucleation dynamics in the liquid–solid
transition of a Pt nanoparticle, obtained by MD simulations with the
interface force field. a, A representative growing nucleus, where the
atomic models show the Pt atoms with an order parameter ≥0.3 and
the 3D contour maps show the distribution of an order parameter of
0.7 (dark blue), 0.5 (light blue) and 0.3 (cyan). b, c, Two representative

fluctuating nuclei, where merging and dividing nuclei are observed in c.
d, A representative dissolving nucleus, which dissolved at 245 ps.
e–h, Radial average order parameter distributions of the four nuclei shown
in a–d, respectively, where the dots were obtained by time-averaging ten
consecutive MD snapshots with 1-ps time intervals and the curves are
fits of equation (1) using a constant background.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Nucleation dynamics in the liquid–solid
transition of a bulk Pt system, obtained by MD simulations with the
embedded-atom-method potential. a, A representative growing nucleus,
where the atomic models show the Pt atoms with an order parameter ≥0.3
and the 3D contour maps show the distribution of an order parameter of
0.7 (dark blue), 0.5 (light blue) and 0.3 (cyan). b, c, Two representative

fluctuating nuclei, where merging and dividing nuclei are observed in c.
d, A representative dissolving nucleus, which dissolved at 140 ps.
e–h, Radial average order parameter distributions of the four nuclei
shown in a–d, respectively, where the dots were obtained by timeaveraging ten consecutive MD snapshots with 1-ps time intervals and the
curves are fits of equation (1) using a constant background.
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Extended Data Table 1 | AET data and analysis

a

GENFIRE uses either the discrete Fourier transform or the fast Fourier transform to obtain the Fourier coefficients. The former is slower but more accurate than the latter.
The R1-factor is defined as equation (5) in ref. 25.

b
c

The R-factor is defined as R = ∑ || Fobs | − | Fcal || , where |Fobs| is the Fourier magnitude obtained from experimental data and |Fcal| is the Fourier magnitude calculated from an atomic model.

d
e

∑ | Fobs |

1375 and 1383 are the common Fe atoms between tilt series no. 3 and no. 4, and between tilt series no. 4 and no. 5, respectively.
3090 and 2808 are the common Pt atoms between tilt series no. 3 and no. 4, and between tilt series no. 4 and no. 5, respectively.

